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Social networks have become a source of data which are of interest in all areas, and their querying
and analysis is a hot topic in computer science. Our research group has developed a fuzzy extension
of the Semantic Web query language SPARQL, called FSA-SPARQL (Fuzzy Sets and Aggregators
based SPARQL). This extension provides mechanisms to express fuzzy queries against RDF data.
FSA-SPARQL works with social networks. With this aim, FSA-SPARQL enables the transformation
and fuzzification of social network API data. Fuzzification of social networks data is automatic
and user-defined enabling a wide range of mechanisms for ranking and categorization, including
sentiment analysis and topic detection. As a case study, FSA-SPARQL has been used to query three
well-known social networks: Twitter, Foursquare and TMDb.

1 Introduction

With the arising of online social networks, the amount of social data published on a daily basis has been
increasing at a high rate. Social networks are growing rapidly and gaining popularity, so social network
analysis and querying has become one of the most studied topics of research from Big data and Semantic
Web perspectives (see [8] for a survey). There is an enormous value in reasoning about such data and
deriving meaningful insights from them. Examples of potential applications include advertising, senti-
ment analysis, detecting natural disasters, social recommendations, personalized trends, spam detection,
etc. One of the challenges is to use existing (or new) query languages for querying social network data.
As social networks are becoming larger especially on the Web, Semantic Web started to provide a stan-
dard model for exchanging, merging, transforming, and querying social network data. Semantic Web
frameworks provide a graph model (RDF)1 and a query language (SPARQL) [14, 18], but RDF has to
be adapted to social networks, enabling the representation of social network data in a triple (subject-
predicate-object) model. For instance, some existing standard RDF profiles, FOAF2 and SIOC3, provide
vocabularies for online communities. SPARQL has as main component triple patterns which makes it
possible to match RDF triples, and variables occurring in triple patterns are then filtered by means of
Boolean conditions. The FILTER statement of SPARQL is used to express Boolean conditions on these
variables.

While RDF/SPARQL have been designed for querying crisp information, some contexts require to
deal with vagueness and imprecise knowledge [24]. Our research group has developed [1] a fuzzy ex-
tension of SPARQL, called FSA-SPARQL (Fuzzy Sets and Aggregators based SPARQL) in which queries
can involve different fuzzy connectives (Product, Łukasiewicz and Gödel), linguistic modifiers: VERY,

1https://www.w3.org/RDF/
2http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
3http://rdfs.org/sioc/spec/
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MORE_OR_LESS, fuzzy equalities/inequalities: CLOSE_TO, AT_MOST and AT_LEAST, as well as fuzzy
aggregation operations MEAN, WSUM, WMIN and WMAX. FSA-SPARQL works on fuzzy RDF data,
handling fuzzy concept memberships, fuzzy role fulfilling, fuzzy subconcepts and fuzzy subrole relation-
ships. Fuzziness is represented by a truth degree (i.e., a real value in the [0,1] interval) associated with
rdf:type, rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf relationships as well as datatype and object proper-
ties. FSA-SPARQL also enables to specify a threshold on queries. FSA-SPARQL can be used to query
social networks, and it provides mechanisms for the transformation and fuzzification of social network
datasets. As a case study, FSA-SPARQL has been used to query three well-known social networks: Twit-
ter4, Foursquare5 and TMDb6. By using FSA-SPARQL, nice queries can be formulated against these
social networks, involving sentiment analysis and topic detection as well as rankings and categorization
of tweets, restaurants and movies. The contributions of our approach can be summarized as follows.

1.1 Semantic Web Query Language for Fuzzy RDF Datasets

We have designed a Semantic Web query language with fuzzy capabilities able to handle a rich repertoire
of fuzzy connectives and operators that act on fuzzy RDF datasets. The truth degree associated to the
fuzzy RDF triples of fuzzy RDF datasets can represent imprecise and vague knowledge, and truth degrees
are real numbers in the [0,1] interval. The annotation of RDF triples has been subject of study in previous
works, not only for the case of truth degrees for fuzzy information, but also for temporal and provenance
information [23, 29, 25, 12, 2]. Also for fuzzy ontologies (OWL 2 [2]), a more general approach is
provided in which truth degrees can be defined by a function. While in the classical set theory, elements
either belong to a set or not, in fuzzy set theory elements can belong to a set to some degree, in such a
way that 0 means no-membership and 1 full membership, but now a value between 0 and 1 represents
the extent to which an element can be considered as an element of a certain set. According to fuzzy set
theory, and similarly to the quoted works, rdf:type has a fuzzy semantics, in such a way that Peter rdf:type
(height Tall 0.75) states that Peter, according to the height, is Tall in a degree 0.75. Thus, individuals are
members of classes in a certain degree. This fuzzy semantics can be extended to the other cases. In the
case of rdfs:subClassOf, a certain set (i.e., class) is a subset of another in some degree, also representing
vague or imprecise knowledge. For instance, while in classic set theory, human is a subclass of omnivore,
in fuzzy set theory, human is a subclass of omnivore with a degree 1. But human can be defined, for
instance, as a subclass of carnivore with a degree 0.5, and as a subclass of herbivore with a degree 0.5,
while cow is a subclass of herbivore with a degree 1. The same happens with rdfs:subPropertyOf in
which the property colleague can be stated, for instance, as sub-property of friend with a degree 0.6,
whose semantics is the following: colleague is a weaker relation than friend; in other words, when two
people are colleagues, they can be, to some extent (i.e., with a degree 0.6), considered as friends. Finally,
object and data properties for RDF elements can be also fuzzily defined; for instance, Brad Pitt and
George Clooney are colleagues with a degree 1 –and thus, according to previous sub-property relation,
are friends with a degree 0.6– and the hair color of Brad Pitt is blond with a degree 0.8, or the age of
George Clooney is 50 with a degree 0.7. In the first case, the hair color is a properly fuzzy concept, while
in the second one, the imprecise knowledge about George Clooney’s age is described. Thus, changing
the usual true/false convention leads to a new concept of statement, whose compatibility with a given
state of facts is a matter of degree, usually called the degree of truth of the statement [2].

In general terms, the input of a FSA-SPARQL query is a fuzzy RDF dataset, in which a truth degree

4https://twitter.com/
5https://foursquare.com
6https://www.themoviedb.org/
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has been (possibly) annotated to each triple. The user of FSA-SPARQL may attach truth degrees to RDF
data (process called fuzzification in the following) from different methods: his/her own perception, im-
precise knowledge, percentage based on statistical analysis, etc,. From the point of view of the design of
a query language, the concrete method used for the computation of such truth degrees is not relevant. The
FSA-SPARQL role is to work with truth degrees, providing to users different kinds of fuzzy connectives
and operators to play with such truth degrees, and to express queries, with independence of the concrete
method used for the computation of truth degrees. The FSA-SPARQL user will adapt the query (i.e.,
using combinations of operators and connectives) to the context of the query. Moreover, FSA-SPARQL
is also able to work with crisp RDF datasets, enabling to “fuzzily” query such RDF datasets with the
help of AT_LEAST, AT_MOST and CLOSE_TO operators that act on crisp values, replacing equality
(and inequality) tests by fuzzy versions that return truth degrees. Even though FSA-SPARQL can work
with crisp datasets, FSA-SPARQL is more suitable for fuzzy datasets, to which aggregation operators
MEAN, WSUM, WMIN and WMAX as well as linguistic modifiers: VERY and MORE_OR_LESS can be
applied. Aggregation operators allow to combine truth degrees, while linguistic modifiers permit to get
stronger and weaker versions of the truth degrees. Additionally, fuzzy (Product, Łukasiewicz and Gödel)
connectives replace Boolean conjunction and disjunctions by their fuzzy versions.

1.2 Social Networks: Transformation, Fuzzification and Querying

Social network API data are handled in FSA-SPARQL. With this aim, FSA-SPARQL provides mecha-
nisms for the transformation and fuzzification of social network datasets. The transformation and fuzzifi-
cation mechanisms facilitate the conversion of typical JSON API data into RDF triples, to compute truth
degrees and to annotate them into RDF triples, respectively. FSA-SPARQL enables the customization of
the transformation, allowing the selection of paths from the JSON tree in which data are found, as well
as the customization of the fuzzification of these data, allowing the selection of different so-called fuzzy
mappings. Fuzzy mappings are basically fuzzy functions (from a certain domain data to the [0,1] inter-
val, and defined by means of a XQuery function) which are defined by the FSA-SPARQL user. Fuzzy
mappings are a generalization of fuzzy membership functions [28], enabling also the definition of fuzzy
relations between classes, properties, individuals and literals. In other words, given a JSON tree (i.e., the
result from a social network API call), in FSA-SPARQL the user is able to drive the transformation into
RDF triples, wherein some elements of JSON data, occurring in certain paths are mapped to fuzzy RDF
triples, via fuzzy mappings (in particular, fuzzy membership functions).

Thus, in summary, the handling of social networks with FSA-SPARQL involves two steps: (1) trans-
formation and fuzzification; and (2) querying. It enables a wide range of queries, and the use of a large
number of fuzzy methods in order to classify data from trapezoidal, gaussian, triangular, etc., functions to
more complex formulas, which in the case of social networks, can play with particular attributes of social
networks (for instance, number of followers, re-tweets, visits, categories of movies, restaurants, etc,.).
Such formulas can, for instance, properly describe fuzzy indicators based on heuristics for the elicitation
of “influencer” users or “trending” topics in Twitter, most valued and people’s choice movies, most
visited and trending restaurants, etc. The customization is crucial in a highly dynamic context, specially
in live social network data, in which such concepts (for instance, “influencer” or “trending”) vary from
a context to another; for instance, from a city to a country, from small cities to big ones, from famous
people to less popular people, etc., and from a certain time to another. Customization can be done on-
the-fly through FSA-SPARQL Web site, in such a way that a user can formulate a query against a social
network and he/she can also customize, from the feedback of previous queries, the transformation and
fuzzification processes. Obviously, there is a small learning process that an user of FSA-SPARQL has
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to carry out in order to successfully accomplish transformations and fuzzifications. While approaches
enabling social network data to RDF transformation exist [19, 13, 22], as far as we know, social network
data to fuzzy RDF transformation has not been still studied, and thus FSA-SPARQL fills this gap.

1.3 Sentiment Analysis and Topic Detection

As a particular case of fuzzification, sentiment analysis [9, 10, 5] of user opinions and topic detection
based on entity extraction [6, 20] can be carried out in FSA-SPARQL. Sentiment analysis is a tech-
nique using NLP, statistics, or machine learning methods to extract, identify, or otherwise characterize
the sentiment content of a text unit. Generally, a binary opposition in opinions is assumed: for/against,
like/dislike, good/bad, etc. It is used in analyzing trends, identifying ideological bias, targeting adver-
tising/messages, gauging reactions, etc. Sentimental analysis is crucial for social networks analysis and
usually expressed in terms of fuzzy logic providing a score associated with a certain fuzzy linguistic
term. Topic detection is also a fuzzy logic-based mechanism for classifying text content into a set of
predefined topics, and it assigns descriptive tags to text content with a score for each tag.

In FSA-SPARQL, queries can retrieve good or bad opinions about a certain restaurant of Foursquare,
tweet of Twitter or movie of TMDb. Also FSA-SPARQL can be used to retrieve opinions about a certain
topic in Twitter, Foursquare and TMDb. While sentiment analysis and topic detection have been used in
several works (e.g., [21, 11, 27, 6]), as far as we know there does not exist RDF-based query languages
enabling opinion analysis and topic detection. In our approach, sentiment analysis and topic detection is
carried out by an external tool, called Dandelion API7, as a particular case of fuzzy mapping.

1.4 Web Tool. Live Social Network Data Querying

Finally, FSA-SPARQL is equipped with a Web tool8. From there, live social network data can be queried
with FSA-SPARQL. Working with live data imposes certain limitations to FSA-SPARQL. From one
hand, the retrieval of live data with social network APIs is limited in size: more recent tweets, movies,
etc, and the number of (free) requests has a daily limit. From the other hand, the performance depends
on the answer time of social network APIs, bandwidth, etc. As a case study, FSA-SPARQL has been
equipped with a RESTful Web API built on top of the Twitter, Foursquare and TMDb APIs from which
fuzzy RDF datasets can be retrieved. This is also a relevant contribution of our approach. While crisp
RDF datasets exist (for instance, DBpedia9 and YAGO10) the lack of fuzzy RDF datasets –and APIs
retrieving fuzzy RDF datasets– is currently a barrier imposed to fuzzy systems using Semantic Web
datasets.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces FSA-SPARQL. Section 3 describes
the transformation and fuzzification of social networks. Section 4 shows a batch of examples of social
queries and introduces the Web tool, and finally, Section 5 concludes and presents the future work.

7https://dandelion.eu/docs/api/datatxt/sent/v1/
8http://minerva.ual.es:8080/FSASPARQLv2
9http://wiki.dbpedia.org/

10http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/yago-naga/
yago/
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2 FSA-SPARQL

In this section, the basis of FSA-SPARQL are shown (summarizing the proposal of [1]). First, fuzzy RDF
graphs are introduced, and then the syntax and semantics of FSA-SPARQL are defined. Additionally,
some examples of FSA-SPARQL queries are shown.

2.1 Fuzzy RDF Graphs

In order to handle fuzzy information in RDF, FSA-SPARQL enables to annotate RDF triples (concept
memberships, role fulfilling, subconcept and subrole relationships) with a truth degree. Nevertheless,
FSA-SPARQL also allows the management of standard crisp RDF triples. In order to handle both
ones, FSA-SPARQL extends the standard vocabulary of RDF with three elements: f:type, f:subClassOf
and :subPropertyOf. f:type represents a fuzzy concept membership relation, while f:subClassOf (and
f:subPropertyOf) refers to fuzzy subconcept (and subrole) relationships. Moreover, six types of fuzzy
triples can be distinguished:

(1) fuzzy class membership (FCM); for instance, Ocean’s Eleven f:type (quality Good 0.5) –i.e.,
Ocean’s Eleven can be considered Good with a degree 0.5–,

(2) fuzzy object property (FOP); for instance, George Clooney leading_role (Ocean’s Eleven 0.4)
–i.e, George Clooney can be considered the leading role of Ocean’s Eleven with a degree 0.4–,

(3) fuzzy datatype property (FDP); for instance, George Clooney age (50 0.8) –i.e., George Clooney
is 50 years old with a degree 0.8–,

(4) fuzzy subclass (FSC); for instance Gore f:subClassOf (Terror 0.8) –i.e., Gore is a subgenre of
Terror with a degree 0.8–,

(5) fuzzy object sub-property (FOSP); for instance colleague f:subPropertyOf (friend 0.6) –i.e, the
colleague relation is a friendship relation with a degree 0.6–, and

(6) fuzzy datatype sub-property (FDSP); for instance rating f:subPropertyOf (popularity 0.8) –i.e.,
rating can be considered a measure of popularity with a degree 0.8–.

Formally, let us assume there are pairwise disjoint infinite sets U (RDF URI references), B (Blank
nodes), and L (Literals). A tuple (s,p,o) ∈UB×U ×UBL11 is called a crisp RDF triple. In this tuple,
s is the subject, p the predicate, and o the object. A crisp RDF graph is a set of crisp RDF triples.
Now, a fuzzy RDF triple has the form (1) s p (o t) ∈ UB×U ′× (UBL× [0,1]), and (2) s p (q o t) ∈
UB×U ′′×(U×UBL× [0,1]), where U ′ = {f : subClassOf , f : subPropertyOf}U and U ′′ = {f : type}U .
A fuzzy RDF graph is a set of crisp and fuzzy RDF triples.

Now, a fuzzy RDF triple can be encoded as a set of crisp RDF triples as follows. Let U ′= {f : subClass
Of , f : subPropertyOf}U , U ′′ = {f : type}U and U ′′′ = {f : truth, f : item, f : onProperty, f : type, f : sub
ClassOf , f : sub PropertyOf}U be, then a fuzzy RDF triple s p (o t) ∈UB×U ′× (UBL× [0,1]) and s p
(q o t)∈UB×U ′′×(U×UBL× [0,1]) can be translated into a set of crisp RDF triples in UB×U ′′′×UBL
according to the rules of Figure 1. The idea of the encoding is to introduce fresh concepts/roles/individu-
als (distinct u’s for each fuzzy RDF triple, in Figure 1), as a special case of reification, that make possible
to represent RDF triples annotated with truth degrees. Therefore a fuzzy RDF graph can be translated
into a crisp RDF graph by applying the previous rules to each fuzzy RDF triple of the fuzzy RDF graph.

11The concatenation of sets represents the union of sets.
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(1) (s p (o t)) → (s p u) (u f:item o) (u f:truth t)
(2) (s f:type (p o t)) → (s f:type u) (u f:onProperty p)

(u rdf:type o) (u f:truth t)
(3) (s f:subClassOf (o t)) → (s f:subClassOf u) (u rdfs:subClassOf o)

(u f:truth t)
(4) (s f:subPropertyOf (o t)) → (s f:subPropertyOf u)

(u rdfs:subPropertyOf o) (u f:truth t)

Figure 1: Translation of fuzzy RDF triples into crisp RDF triples.

For instance, let us suppose a set of fuzzy concepts like Excellent, Good, Average and Low, and the
membership of a certain individual to this set of concepts has to be stated. Each membership relationship
has an associated truth degree. Now, Ocean’s Eleven movie can be stated, in the property quality, as
member of Excellent with a degree 0.4: Ocean’s Eleven f:type (quality Excellent 0.4). Now, the transla-
tion is as follows: Ocean’s Eleven f:type i, i f:onProperty quality, i rdf:type Excellent and i f:truth 0.4,
where i is a fresh individual. And the same for Good, Average and Low. For instance: Ocean’s Eleven
f:type (quality Good 0.5) uses a fresh and distinct individual i’ as follows: Ocean’s Eleven f:type i’, i’
f:onProperty quality, i’ rdf:type Good and i’ f:truth 0.5.

In the case of role fulfilling, let us suppose that leading_role is a fuzzy object property and we are
interested in stating different truth degrees to each actor of a movie. Let us suppose the movie Ocean’s
Eleven where Brad Pitt and George Clooney can be considered leading roles with a degree 0.5: Ocean’s
Eleven leading_role (Brad Pitt 0.5) and Ocean’s Eleven leading_role (George Clooney 0.5). In this
case, two fresh individuals b and g are used in the translation in the following triples: Ocean’s Eleven
leading_role g, Ocean’s Eleven leading_role b, g f:item George Clooney, g f:truth 0.5, b f:item Brad
Pitt and b f:truth 0.5. The same can be done for fuzzy data properties. In the case of f:subClassOf and
f:subPropertyOf instead of individuals, fresh concepts/individuals and roles/individuals are created. For
instance, if cast partner is a subrole of friend with a degree 0.4, that is: cast partner f:subPropertyOf
(friend 0.4), then the translation generates: cast partner f:subPropertyOf p, p rdfs:subPropertyOf friend
and p f:truth 0.4, where p is a fresh role/individual.

The reason for the translation from fuzzy RDF triples to crisp RDF triples is twofold. Firstly, the
RDF/XML serialization of fuzzy RDF triples is compatible (via the translation) with existing ontology
tools like Protégé12[7]. Secondly, FSA-SPARQL engine is built on top of SPARQL engine, and thus the
interpreter of FSA-SPARQL needs a crisp representation of fuzzy RDF triples to work.

2.2 FSA-SPARQL Syntax

Assuming pairwise disjoint infinite sets U , B and L as before, and X (Variables), a tuple (s,p,o) ∈UBX×
UX ×UBLX is called a crisp RDF triple pattern. Analogously, a fuzzy RDF triple pattern has the form
(1) s p (o t) ∈UBX×U ′×(UBLX× [0,1]), and (2) s p (q o t) ∈UBX×U ′′×(U×UBLX× [0,1]), where
U ′ = {f : subClassOf , f : subPropertyOf}U and U ′′ = {f : type}U .

Now, a FSA-SPARQL query is a SPARQL query using crisp and fuzzy RDF patterns, and the follow-
ing operators:

(1) fuzzy connectives: inspired by the standard fuzzy logics of Product (AND_PROD/OR_PROD),
Łukasiewicz (AND_LUK/OR_LUK) and Gödel (AND_GOD/OR_GOD);

12https://protege.stanford.edu/
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(2) linguistic modifiers: VERY, MORE_OR_LESS;

(3) fuzzy equalities/inequalities: CLOSE_TO, AT_MOST and AT_LEAST; as well as

(4) fuzzy aggregation operators: MEAN, WSUM, WMIN and WMAX.

Fuzzy connectives (Product, Łukasiewicz and Gödel) are well-known for the fuzzy logic community;
VERY, MORE_OR_LESS, CLOSE_TO, AT_MOST and AT_LEAST have been taken from [4, 26]; and
finally, MEAN, WSUM, WMIN and WMAX have been previously proposed in [3] for fuzzy ontologies.
From them, VERY and MORE_OR_LESS, unary, act on truth degrees and return truth degrees, while
CLOSE_TO, AT_MOST and AT_LEAST, also unary, act on crisp values and return truth degrees. Finally,
MEAN, WSUM, WMIN and WMAX, non-unary, have truth degrees as input/output.

2.3 FSA-SPARQL Examples

As an example of query, the following one requests thriller or good movies in which George Clooney is
the leading role.

SELECT ?Name ?Rank
WHERE {
?Movie movie:name ?Name .
?Movie movie:leading_role (?Actor ?l) .
?Actor movie:name "George Clooney".
?Movie f:type (movie:category movie:Thriller ?c) .
?Movie f:type (movie:quality movie:Good ?r) .
BIND(f:OR_GOD(f:AND_LUK (?r,?l) ,?c) as ?Rank) .
FILTER (?Rank >= 0.75)}

In FSA-SPARQL, fuzzy RDF triple patterns are used to retrieve truth degrees on fuzzy statements.
This is the case of ?Movie movie:leading_role (?Actor ?l), in which ?l is the truth degree associated with
?Actor by leading_role. Similarly, the fuzzy triple pattern ?Movie f:type (movie:category movie:Thriller
?c) is used in order to retrieve the truth membership degree ?c of ?Movie to Thriller category, and ?Movie
f:type (movie:quality movie:Good ?r) is used to retrieve the truth membership degree ?r of ?Movie to
Good quality. FSA-SPARQL enables to combine such truth degrees by means of fuzzy connectives and
aggregators. In the following example, we use the so-called pessimistic cases of Gödel disjunction (i.e.,
OR_GOD) and Łukasiewicz conjunction (i.e., AND_LUK). The following example shows how to give
preference to certain answers using several fuzzy operators and aggregators.

SELECT ?Name ?p ?d
WHERE {

?Hotel hotel:name ?Name .
?Hotel rdf:type hotel:Hotel .
?Hotel hotel:price ?p .
?Hotel f:type (hotel:quality hotel:Good ?g) .
?Hotel f:type (hotel:style hotel:Elegant ?e) .
BIND(f:WSUM (0.1,f:MEAN(f:MORE_OR_LESS (?e),

f:VERY(?g)) ,0.9,f:CLOSE_TO (?p,100 ,50)) as ?d) .
FILTER (?d >= 0.75)}

Here, we plan to retrieve hotels being very good and more or less elegant, with a price around
100 euros, but giving much more importance to the price. In order to express preferences, the fuzzy
aggregator WSUM is used. In this case, 0.1 to elegance and quality versus 0.9 to price. Additionally,
VERY is used to qualify the degree associated with “Good”, while MORE_OR_LESS is used to qualify
the degree associated with “Elegant”. The aggregator MEAN is used to combine both degrees. Finally, a
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(1) (s p (o t)) → (s p ?x) (?x f:item o) (?x f:truth t)
(2) (s f:type (p o t)) → (s f:type ?x) (?x f:onProperty p)

(?x rdf:type o) (?x f:truth t)
(3) (s f:subClassOf (o t)) → (s f:subClassOf ?x) (?x rdfs:subClassOf o)

(?x f:truth t)
(4) (s f:subPropertyOf (o t)) → (s f:subPropertyOf ?x)

(?x rdfs:subPropertyOf o) (?x f:truth t)

Figure 2: FSA-SPARQL Semantics. Translation of fuzzy RDF triples into crisp RDF triples.

AND_PROD(x,y) = x∗ y OR_PROD(x,y) = x+ y− x∗ y
AND_GOD(x,y) = min(x,y) OR_GOD(x,y) = max(x,y)
AND_LUK(x,y) = max(x+ y−1,0) OR_LUK(x,y) = min(x+ y,1)
MEAN(x,y) = x+y

2 WSUM(w,x,u,y) = w∗ x+u∗ y
WMAX(w,x,u,y) =max(min(w,x),min(u,y))
WMIN(w,x,u,y) =min(max(1−w,x),max(1−u,y))
VERY(x) = x2 MORE_OR_LESS(x) =

√
x

CLOSE_TO(x, l,α) = 1
1+( x−l

α
)2 AT_LEAST(x, l,α) =


0 if x≤ α
x−α

l−α
if α < x < l

1 if x≥ l

AT_MOST(x, l,α) =


1 if x≤ l
α−x
α−l if l < x < α

0 if x≥ α

Figure 3: FSA-SPARQL Semantics: Connectives, Operators and Aggregators.

fuzzy operator CLOSE_TO is used to approximate prices to 100 euros (accepting from 150 to 50 euros).
More examples of FSA-SPARQL queries are shown in Section 4.

2.4 FSA-SPARQL Semantics

In order to provide semantics to FSA-SPARQL, we proceed as follows. FSA-SPARQL can be reduced
to standard SPARQL by translating fuzzy RDF triple patterns into crisp fuzzy triple patterns according
to the rules of Figure 2. This translation process is similar to the encoding of fuzzy RDF triples by crisp
RDF ones shown in Figure 1, but here fresh variables (distinct ?x for each fuzzy RDF triple pattern)
are used instead of fresh concepts/roles/individuals. Additionally, FSA-SPARQL fuzzy connectives,
operators and aggregators can be translated into SPARQL by replacing them by their definitions (see
Figure 3). With this translation technique, the semantics of FSA-SPARQL can be defined in terms of the
semantics of SPARQL.

In addition, according to Figure 1, given a fuzzy RDF graph, the encoded crisp RDF graph is at
most three/four times bigger, and according to Figure 2, given a FSA-SPARQL query, the corresponding
SPARQL query is at most three/four times longer in terms of the number of triple patterns. Thus, it is
expected that the performance of FSA-SPARQL linearly increases with regard to the performance of
SPARQL.
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3 Querying Social Networks

FSA-SPARQL is equipped with mechanisms for transforming and fuzzifying social network data. In
essence, social network APIs offer data in JSON format and JSON data are transformed into RDF data
wherein some elements of JSON data are mapped to fuzzy RDF triples, via the so-called fuzzy mappings.
These fuzzy mappings are functions that generalize the concept of fuzzy membership functions, enabling
also the definition of fuzzy relations between classes, properties, individuals and literals.

A fuzzy transformation of a JSON tree into a fuzzy RDF graph can be defined in terms of an union
(of some) of the following functions: trans, link, fcm, fdp, fop, fsc, fosp and fdsp, which return set of
triples and act as follows:

• trans(T , i,c,pf ,ns) converts a JSON labeled tree T into a crisp RDF graph G whose prefix (resp.
namespace) is pf (resp. ns). The RDF graph represents crisp information about an individual i of
type c. The nodes of T become nodes in G , and the parent-child relationship in T becomes an
arc in G . Additionally, an arc from i to the children of the root of T is built. The function trans
also generates the triple (i rdf : type c).

• link(i1, p, i2,pf ,ns), where i1 and i2 are individuals, and p is a property, generates a crisp triple
(i1 p i2) whose prefix (resp. namespace) is pf (resp. ns).

• fcm(f , i,p,u, c̄k,ns), where f is a fuzzy mapping of individuals to classes (i.e., that is, a fuzzy
membership function), i is an individual, p is a property, u is a literal, c̄k is a sequence of classes,
and ns is a namespace, generates fuzzy FCM triples (i f : type (p cl t)), where f (u,cl) = t, 1≤ l ≤
k;

• fdp(f , i,p,u,v,ns), where f is a fuzzy mapping of individuals to literals, i is an individual, p is a
property, u and v are literals, and ns is a namespace; generates fuzzy FDP triples (i p (v t)), where
f (u,v) = t;

• fop(f , i1,p,u, i2,ns), where f is a fuzzy mapping of individuals to individuals, i1 and i2 are individ-
uals, p is a property, u is a literal, and ns is a namespace; generates fuzzy FOP triples (i1 p (i2 t)),
where f (u, i2) = t;

• fsc(f ,c1,c2,ns), where f is a fuzzy mapping of classes to classes, c1 and c2 are classes and ns is a
namespace; generates fuzzy FSC triples (c1 f:subClassOf (c2 t)), where f (c1,c2) = t;

• and, finally, both fosp(f ,p1,p2,ns) and fdsp(f ,p1,p2,ns), where f is a fuzzy mapping of properties
to properties, and p1, p2 are properties, generate fuzzy FOSP and FDSP triples (p1 f:subProperty-
Of (p2 t)), where f (p1, p2) = t.

A fuzzy transformation is defined in terms of these functions, and the arguments can be taken from
the set of subtrees/leaf nodes Ti of T , the identifiers of T /Ti, although they can be also an integer,
string, etc.,. The idea is that literal values (including JSON identifiers) of the JSON tree are converted to
classes, object/data properties, individuals and literal values of the fuzzy RDF dataset. For instance, the
number of tweets can be mapped into a literal, and the category of a movie can be mapped into a class.
There are no restrictions about how a literal of a JSON tree can be mapped into RDF (literal, individual,
property or class). Fuzzy transformations are defined in FSA-SPARQL using the XQuery language, due
to the XML-compatibility of JSON and RDF. This is not a limitation for users of FSA-SPARQL since
the elements defined for users are only fuzzy mappings, and most of them are very simple.
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3.1 Examples of Fuzzy Mappings and Transformations

For instance, the following fuzzy mapping retweet can be used by the higher-order function fcm, to
produce a classification of tweets into low, medium and high classes by the number of re-tweets using
the decreasing linear, triangular and gamma functions (which are very well known for defining fuzzy
sets):
declare function twt:retweets($nt ,$class)
{
if ($class ="low") then fsa:dlinear($nt ,0 ,75)
else if ($class =" medium ") then fsa:triangular($nt ,50 ,75 ,100)
else fsa:gamma($nt ,(1 div 2) ,75)
};

As we can see, retweets is a fuzzy mapping of individuals to classes, using the value of number of
tweets and the classes low, medium and high. The call to fcm to generate fuzzy RDF triples is as follows:
fcm(“twt:retweets”, $id,“retweet__count”,$rt,(“low”,“medium”, “high”),“http://www.twitter.org#”) where $rt
represents the re-tweet count of the tweet with identifier $id. It produces triples of the form ($id f:type
(retweet__count low d)) where d is computed by twt:retweets from low and $rt.

FSA-SPARQL is equipped with predefined fuzzy membership functions (triangular, trapezoidal,
gaussian, gamma, decreasing linear, increasing linear) to be used in the definition of fuzzy mappings.
Sentiment analysis is a special case of fuzzy mapping for FCM (i.e., fuzzy class membership) predefined
in FSA-SPARQL, and defined as follows:
declare function fsa:sa_text($text ,$class){
let $sa := document{fsa:opinion($text)}
return
if ($sa/json// score) then
(
if ($class =" negative ") then

1-abs(($sa/json//score/text() + 1.0) div 2.0)
else
if ($class =" neutral ") then

1-abs (0.5 - (($sa/json// score/text() + 1.0) div 2.0))
else

1-abs(1-(($sa/json//score/text() + 1.0) div 2.0))
)
else 0};

Here, the fuzzy mapping of individuals to classes uses the text of a tweet and the classes are positive,
neutral and negative. fsa:opinion is the call to the Dandelion API, which returns a JSON with a score
from positive (greater than zero), neutral (zero) or negative (smaller than zero). The case of topic detec-
tion is also predefined in FSA-SPARQL, and it is a particular case of fuzzy mapping for FDP (i.e., fuzzy
data property), defined as follows:
declare function fsa:topic_detection($text ,$entity)
{max((fsa:entity_extraction($text)/json/annotations/_[spot/text()=$property ]/

confidence/text() ,0))};

Here, fsa:topic_detection is a fuzzy mapping of individuals to classes, and again uses the text of a
tweet and the classes are now extracted from the text (i.e., entities occurring in the text). The truth degree
represents the relevance of the entity in the text. fsa:entity_extraction is the call to the Dandelion API
with a text, which returns a JSON with a score from 0 to 1.

A fuzzy transformation is defined in FSA-SPARQL using XQuery, where paths of the JSON tree are
described by XPath. The following example shows the transformation of the Tweets of a certain hashtag.
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Figure 4: JSON tree of Twitter.

declare function twt:TwitterSearchTweets($file)
{
<rdf:RDF >
{
let $f := document{$file}
for $tw in $f/json/( statuses/_|_)
let $id := $tw/id/text()
let $text := $tw/text/text()
let $rt := $tw/retweet__count
let $rtc := $tw/user/followers__count
let $fc := $tw/user/friends__count
return
(
fsa:trans($tw ,$id ," tweet","twt:","http ://www.twitter.org#")
union
fsa:fcm("twt:retweets",
$id ," retweet__count",$rt ,("low","medium","high"),

"http :// www.twitter.org#")
union
fsa:fcm("twt:followers",
$id ," followers__count",$rtc ,("low","medium","high"),

"http :// www.twitter.org#")
union
fsa:fcm("twt:friends",
$id ," friends__count",$fc ,("low","medium","high"),
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"http :// www.twitter.org#")
union
fsa:fcm("fsa:sa_text",
$id ," opinion",$text ,(" negative","neutral","positive "),

"http :// www.twitter.org#")
)
}
</rdf:RDF >
};

in which, tweets (i.e., subtrees Ti of the dataset T of tweets) are found in the path json/_ , and the id of
the tweet, the text, the re-tweet, user followers and friend count are found in subpaths /id/text(), /text/-
text(), /retweet__count, /user/followers__count and /user/friends__count (see Figure 4). In this transfor-
mation the selected fuzzy mappings are twt : retweets, twt : followers, twt : friends and (the predefined)
fsa : sa_text, where (low, medium, high), and (negative, neutral, positive) are used to fuzzily classify
tweets.

4 Examples of Queries and Web Tool

Now, we are ready to show a batch of examples showing the expressivity power of FSA-SPARQL for
querying social networks. As stated in the introduction, FSA-SPARQL has been used, in particular,
for querying three social networks: Twitter, Foursquare and TMDb. Each one is equipped with an API
with a number of parameters. FSA-SPARQL builds its own API (with a limited number of services,
and number of answers imposed by the original APIs) on top of the Twitter search, Foursquare and
TMDb APIs. Our API instead of returning JSON files, returns fuzzy RDF files according to the fuzzy
transformation defined for the JSON original files.
Example 1. The first example searches tweets by hash-tag whose opinion is positive OR with a high
number of re-tweets AND posted by users with a high number of followers.
SELECT ?t ?o ?rc ?fc ?r WHERE {
?m rdf:type twt:tweet .
?m twt:text ?t .
?m f:type (twt:opinion twt:positive ?o) .
?m f:type (twt:retweets__count twt:high ?rc) .
?m f:type (twt:followers__count twt:high ?fc) .
BIND (f:OR_GOD (?o,f:AND_LUK (?rc ,?fc)) as ?r)
FILTER (?r >= 0.5) }

The dataset is retrieved by the call to our API:
http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/twitterSearchTweets.php?q=hashtag. In order to combine the
results of opinions, re-tweets and followers, the Łukasiewicz’s AND is used as well as the Gödel’s OR. It
relaxes the query, admitting fuzzy membership to positive and high concepts, but requiring a threshold of
0.5. The fuzzy membership to high concept (in followers and re-tweets) is defined by the user, using the
corresponding fuzzy mappings. The fuzzy membership to positive in opinion is established by the senti-
ment analysis. In a similar crisp query, even though a lower bound can be established for retweet__count
and followers__count values, some answers could be left out, for instance, for values which are close but
still smaller than lower bounds. Additionally, the combination of different fuzzy logics (i.e., Product,
Łukasiewicz and Gödel) permits a higher degree of customization, enabling to be more restrictive or lax,
according to the following chain of inequalities:

0≤ AND_LUK(x,y)≤AND_PROD(x,y)≤ AND_GOD(x,y)≤

http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/twitterSearchTweets.php?q=hashtag
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≤ OR_GOD(x,y)≤OR_PROD(x,y)≤ OR_LUK(x,y)≤ 1

Thus, actually OR and AND in their different versions work as stronger and weaker versions of
combinations of fuzzy conditions. This is a reinterpretation of the classical terminology of fuzzy logic:
pessimistic versus optimistic versions of OR and AND operators. In terms of the previous query, the
requirement of high number of re-tweets and followers is stronger than the combination of them with the
positive opinion.
Example 2. This example shows how to combine two calls to the Foursquare API, in order to search
venues with a high number of visits and high ratings.

SELECT ?n ?vc ?r WHERE {
?v rdf:type fsq:venue .
?v fsq:id ?id .
VALUES ?template { <http :// minerva.ual.es :8080/ api.fsasparql/foursqVenueID.php?

venue_id=IDEN > } .
BIND(REPLACE(str(? template),’IDEN’, str(?id)) as ?call) .
BIND(URI(?call) as ?urlcall) .
SERVICE ?urlcall {
?v fsq:name ?n .
?v f:type (fsq:visitsCount fsq:high ?vc) .
?v f:type (fsq:rating fsq:high ?r) .
FILTER(f:WSUM (0.3 ,?vc ,0.7,?r) >= 0.5) } }

The reason for making two calls to the Foursquare API is that a short description of venues is re-
trieved by the first call: http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/foursqSearchVenues.php?near=city&

query=bar while the number of visits and ratings are retrieved by the second call: http://minerva.ual.es:
8080/api.fsasparql/foursqVenueID.php?venue_id=IDEN where IDEN, which represents the identifier of the
venue, is (dynamically) computed by the first call. This is a current restriction of the Foursquare API, but
it often happens in social network API results. Thus, combinations of APIs calls are currently required
to handle the complete information of social networks. In FSA-SPARQL, the SERVICE statement of the
SPARQL-LD extension is used to dynamically build the second call13 to the API, binding IDEN to the
venue identifier.

Here, the number of visits and ratings are combined by a weighted sum (i.e., WSUM) because even
though we are interested in both (neither visits nor ratings are in isolation a measure for the quality of the
venue), more importance is given to the rating (i.e., 0.7) than the number of visits (i.e., 0.3). Moreover,
a threshold (i.e., 0.5) is imposed to the global score.
Example 3. This query works with TMDb API. The query searches now playing movies of the Action
category with a high vote average. In this case the MEAN function is used to combine both scores,
requiring a threshold of 0.8.

SELECT ?m ?t ?a ?v WHERE {
?m rdf:type tmdb:movie .
?m tmdb:original__title ?t .
?m tmdb:id ?id .
VALUES ?template { <http :// minerva.ual.es :8080/ api.fsasparql/tmdbMovieID.php?

movie_id=IDEN > }
BIND(REPLACE(str(? template),’IDEN’, str(?id)) as ?call) .
BIND(URI(?call) as ?urlcall) .
SERVICE ?urlcall {
?m f:type (tmdb:categories tmdb:Action ?a) .
?m f:type (tmdb:vote__average tmdb:high ?v) .

13VALUES, REPLACE and BIND SPARQL statements are used to build the corresponding call.

http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/foursqSearchVenues.php?near=city&query=bar
http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/foursqSearchVenues.php?near=city&query=bar
http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/foursqVenueID.php?venue_id=IDEN
http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/foursqVenueID.php?venue_id=IDEN
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FILTER(f:MEAN(?a,?v) >=0.8) } }

Again two calls are made to our API: http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/tmdbMovies.php?

option=now_playing and http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/tmdbMovieID.php?movie_id=IDEN. He-
re, Action is the category assigned to the movie by TMDb, and the membership degree to each category
is computed from the information given in TMDb. In particular, TMDb assigns to each movie an ordered
set of categories: Action, Adventure, Comedy, etc., and the membership degree of a movie to them should
be proportional to the position in which the category occurs. With this aim, when a movie is assigned in
this order to Action, Adventure, Comedy for instance, the following membership degrees can be assigned:
1,0.66 and 0.33. In order to define the previous membership degrees, the following FSA-SPARQL fuzzy
mapping (fuzzy membership function) can be defined:

declare function tmdb:tags($item ,$class)
{(count($item) - fsa:index -of -node($item ,

$item[text()=$class ])+1) div count($item)};

Example 4. This is a similar query to Example 1, and it makes a call to same API, for retrieving tweets
of a certain hash-tag with a high number of re-tweets.

SELECT ?t ?rc ?r WHERE {
?m rdf:type twt:tweet .
?m twt:text ?t .
?m twt:retweets__count ?rc .
{ SELECT (AVG(?ru) as ?avgru) (MIN(?ru) as ?minru)

WHERE { ?u twt:retweets__count ?ru . } } .
BIND (((? avgru -? minru) / 2) as ?d).
BIND(f:AT_LEAST (?rc ,?avgru ,?d) as ?r) .
FILTER (?r >=0.75)}

Here, the average and minimum of re-tweets of the hash-tag is computed, and their values are used
by the FSA-SPARQL fuzzy operator AT_LEAST, in order to filter tweets of the given hash-tag with the
highest number of re-tweets. This query shows that fuzzification can be, in some cases, directly done
in the query, instead of using fuzzy mappings. However, it is not always possible. The mechanism of
fuzzification enables the definition of arbitrary fuzzy functions, while fuzzification in the query is only
possible with the built-in operators.

FSA-SPARQL is equipped with a Web tool14 (see Figures 5 and 6), and the implementation of FSA-
SPARQL has been carried out on top of the SPARQL-LD15 extension of the ARQ Apache Jena engine16.
The source code of FSA-SPARQL can also be found in the Web site.

From there, live social network data can be queried on-line with FSA-SPARQL (see Figure 5).
The tool also is equipped with a RESTful Web API from which fuzzy RDF datasets can be retrieved
from Twitter, Foursquare and TMDb live data. For instance, the following call: http://minerva.ual.es:

8080/api.fsasparql/tmdbMovies.php?option=now_playing retrieves in fuzzy RDF movies currently play-
ing according to TMDb. The tool enables also the customization of the fuzzification of each service (see
Figure 5). The transformation can be also modified at the Web page (see Figure 5), and it modifies the
behavior of the API, thus enabling a different transformation/fuzzification of the data. FSA-SPARQL
caches the calls to the social network APIs, in such a way that fetched JSON data are stored. Addition-
ally, RDF data are also cached after transformation/fuzzification. When the transformation/fuzzification

14http://minerva.ual.es:8080/FSASPARQLv2
15https://github.com/fafalios/sparql-ld
16https://jena.apache.org/documentation/query/index.html

http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/tmdbMovies.php?option=now_playing
http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/tmdbMovies.php?option=now_playing
http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/tmdbMovieID.php?movie_id=IDEN
http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/tmdbMovies.php?option=now_playing
http://minerva.ual.es:8080/api.fsasparql/tmdbMovies.php?option=now_playing
http://minerva.ual.es:8080/FSASPARQLv2
https://github.com/fafalios/sparql-ld
https://jena.apache.org/documentation/query/index.html
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Figure 5: Web Tool for FSA-SPARQL. Querying and Fuzzy Transformation.

Figure 6: Web Tool for FSA-SPARQL. Showing Results.

is modified, RDF data are updated from the cached JSON data. The user can also clean the cache of
JSON data.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have designed an extension of SPARQL whose main aim is the handling of fuzzy RDF datasets.
FSA-SPARQL has a rich repertoire of fuzzy connectives, operators and aggregators, as well as flexible
and customizable set of mechanisms of fuzzification and transformation. We have used FSA-SPARQL to
query social networks thanks to the SERVICE statement enabling dynamic querying of RDF resources
via a RESTful Web API. However, FSA-SPARQL can be enriched in the future as follows. Firstly,
fuzzy graph patterns handled by FURQL [15, 17] and fuzzy quantification introduced in [17, 16] can
be included in FSA-SPARQL. Secondly, richer mechanisms of sentiment analysis can be added to FSA-
SPARQL. The Dandelion API is limited to positive, negative and neutral scores when content analysis
is made. However, there are other sentiment analysis APIs with richer behavior. This is the case, for
instance, of IBM Watson API17, PreCeive API18, and Indico API19. Fortunately, the design of FSA-
SPARQL facilitates their incorporation, which basically involves the inclusion of new (predefined) fuzzy
mappings handling the corresponding API calls. Also FSA-SPARQL can be enriched by adding new
social networks like Instagram, LinkedIn, Youtube, Pinterest, etc. The introduction of new social net-
works is not difficult, and basically, the main work to carry out is the definition of an extension of the
FSA-SPARQL API in order to encapsulate them.
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